Delivering Technology

The Net Lynk Group has grown to become one of the UK’s leading bespoke
fulfilment and distribution solution providers. This achievement is based on
hard work, innovation and proactive development. This approach has led to us
building lasting relationships with some of the worlds largest organisations.
As technology and our marketplace develops we at Net Lynk have made it our
business to stay ahead of the game by constantly investing in our IT infrastructure,
warehousing and staff. Flexibility is the key to both our own and our customers
continued success.
Our clients are at the heart of every decision we make, above all we want
their service to benefit from what we do. Thereby enhancing reputations and
developing business.
We now look forward to our next stage of growth. The investment continues and
our dedication to provide the very best service remains. Our premises allows us
the room to grow further, and is situated at the heart of the countrys’ motorway
network. Our data centres are state-of-the-art and secure. The in-house facilities
we offer are being developed further - software development, graphic design
and printing are all here under the one roof, allowing fast and accurate solutions.
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By building a
better business
for ourselves we
are creating a
better business
for our customers

Our expertise at-a-glance
Fulfilment
Distribution
Warehousing
IT infrastructure
Remote Support
Printing
Graphic Design and Artwork
E-Stores
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Fulfilment
Whether we’re managing your customer deliveries or handling your entire sales order process,
our range of fulfilment services come with the same guarantee - we keep your customer
promises, every time.
In a highly competitive marketplace, we understand that it’s the little things that will keep your
customers coming back time and again. Customer experience and attention to detail is key.
That’s why hundreds of companies, selling to consumers and business users alike have already
outsourced their fulfilment processes to us.
With over 100,000 square feet of warehouse space, backed by a dedicated customer support
centre we can take care of the complete sales enquiry - from quotation, to pre-configuration, to
delivery, to invoicing to returns. So, whilst we are busy storing stock, receiving orders, picking,
packing and shipping thousands of parcels a day, our clients are increasing their profitability
and improving business performance.
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Our expertise at-a-glance
We provide a single source for all fulfilment needs - and we
monitor our performance continuously
We have teams of trained and dedicated call centre advisors
supporting the customer throughout the order process
We offer a full customer returns programme that meets all your
product quality standards
We can produce high quality, branded mailers for insertion into
packages, helping you to target your products successfully
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Distribution
We specialise in picking, packing and delivering direct via our extensive network
of couriers and hauliers.
No two customers are ever treated the same. Regardless of whether you need
branded packets dropped through the letterbox or a high-value parcel placed
safely in to the hands of your most important client, we will adapt our methods to
suit both you and your customer.
What’s more, we treat your stock as if it were our own. With 24 hour CCTV
surveillance and a security guard presence, our premises are completely secure
and all products are stored at the appropriate temperature and humidity.
Our service doesn’t end with the delivery, if your
customer isn’t completely satisfied with
their purchase, we can also manage your
swap-out or return to stock function.
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Warehousing
At our purpose-built, modern warehouses we use the
latest handling technology and automated stock control
to make sure that your products are stored and arrive at

Our expertise
at-a-glance
At the heart of the UK
motorway network
Small or bulk quantities

their destination in perfect condition.

Inspected for damage
We will assess your requirement and advise on the
most economical warehouse allocation. You only pay
for the space you will use.

Fully managed stock
Fully insured and audited

Rest assured, your products will be stored securely and
delivered on-time, anywhere in the world.
With round-the-clock access to our on-line warehouse
system, you can check stock levels remotely. We will
alert you when stocks are running low and advise you
of fast-selling items, keeping wastage and storage costs
to a minimum.
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IT infrastructure
We invest over £2 million each year in our systems to make sure that we can integrate
seamlessly with any server, any network and any software programme - giving you
complete peace of mind.
We have a team of IT professionals, working in-house, creating software solutions
that will interface securely between our data handling system and your ERP set up. In
turn, you can have total visibility of your consignment - from the moment your bulk
shipment arrives in our warehouse, through picking and packing to when it arrives
with the customer. You’ll have access to meaningful data such as despatch and lead
times, the volume of product returns and the quantity of faulty goods received helping you to build a better and more profitable business.
We also embrace customer communications and social networking requirements
such as, interactive SMS and instant messaging.
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Our
customers
are at
the heart
of every
decision
we make

Our expertise at-a-glance
Providing a secure and tested IT infrastructure
We create systems that are easy to use
Supporting volume transactions for reporting, stock
management and consignment tracking
Standalone support systems for your order
management and technical support desks.
Interfaced directly from your back office system
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Design and print
Our own, in-house graphic design studio, can produce a broad range of eye-catching
marketing materials to support your sales campaign and boost your brand reputation from product literature, to packaging design, from flyers to complete corporate websites.
We can personalise existing literature and hardware quickly and simply, and when time is
of the essence we can respond instantly.
We understand the importance of customer brand identity and are capable of working
within strict brand guidelines when required, ensuring seamless integration to existing
corporate literature and marketing materials.
The natural progression to this facility was to invest in some top quality digital printers
along with the required finishing machines, thus allowing us to speed up the entire process
and keep external costs to a minimum. Furthermore, when there is market sensitivity it
means that we can maintain discretion and confidentiality.
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1 First Avenue
Maybrook Industrial Estate
Minworth
Birmingham B76 1BA
T: 0844 3711 013
F: 0844 3711 014
enquiries@netlynkdirect.com

www.netlynkdirect.com

